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Abstract

On January 1st 2017, the amendment to the Commercial Code implementing the Capital Market Concept. This is a measure of the implementation which is the part of the Startup Support Concept and the Development of the Startup Ecosystem in the Slovak Republic. A new form of capital trading company has been created to offer a comprehensive solution for capital investments in companies. An example of such an investment is start-up investment as business initiatives with high innovation and growth potential that can not provide funding through banks. When investing capital, it is necessary to flexibly set the investor's entry, coexistence and output beyond what is currently possible in the form of trading companies in the conditions of the Slovak Republic. Until now, it has been a limited liability company, which has been mainly used for investing capital of start-ups. Later was used the joint stock company as the capital-intensive type of business. A public limited company and a limited partnership belonging to a group of private partnerships were not and are not used as startups, because of unlimited liability of the partners for the company's obligations. The main obstacle for a joint-stock company, as support for startups until their advanced stages of life cycle, is relatively high statutory minimum capital requirement of EUR 25,000. Another issue may be legal regulation aimed at medium and large businesses allowing them to trade their shares on the stock Exchange market, with the associated increased demands to ensure the functioning of the company. However, the Simple company, representing the hybrid form of a capital company, also has its serious shortcomings and is not a boon to support startups. Since it is a "young" type of business company that has not yet been the subject of research, it is the intention of the contributors to analyse a Simple company on shares and, by means of a number of scientific research methods, to provide a critical view of its shortcomings. Despite the fact that the reason for the establishment of this business company was mostly economic, research is mainly directed at the area of commercial law.
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INTRODUCTION

Startup is world-wide rapidly expanding type of business. It takes advantage of an Internet connection that allows it to expand very easily to many countries. It is a type of innovative business that allows founders try to create a new product or service. Its goal is to satisfy a certain need through a non-existing service or product. However, it is not excluded that the startup could develop an existing product or service, but with the help of a significant innovation, whose main advantage is competitiveness in the global market environment.
The intention of the authors of this article is to explore the unconquered field, which is a simple company on shares and to provide a comprehensive view. On the basis of the research, we want to confirm or reject the hypothesis that a simple company on shares is a suitable tool to support start-up entrepreneurs.

From the study of available literature, it can be concluded that the literature and magazines prevail and study long-standing types of business. Several theoreticians in the field of business law have been or are engaged in Slovakia, including J. Suchoža, M. Pataky, M. Mamojka and P. Kubíček and others. Their professional opinions and scientific arguments are mainly found in the textbooks of business law and commentaries on the Commercial Code. Business authors have also paid attention to authors in the Czech Republic, among which we can mention renowned experts such as J. Dědečkova, Pauly, P. Csach, and others. A special area as a source of literature belongs to the decision-making activities of the Slovak courts as well as statistical data obtained from the Commercial Register of the SR and the Statistical Office of the Slovak Republic.

Due to the nature and complexity of the studied subject, we apply several scientific methods of knowledge. This is a highly qualified human activity aimed at acquiring scientific knowledge as well as penetrating the phenomenon to its core. As a result of this activity, new knowledge will be organized into a system. In our research we consider it particularly appropriate to use the logic method, which sets certain rules of human judgment, which have been formed by many years of experience and their observance guarantees the order of thoughts, its correctness and under certain assumptions, its truthfulness. We also applied the analytical method to analyze the legal status and legal regulation from the scientific methods of knowledge. Another method used, synthesis allows us to monitor the relationships between the facts, the nature of the interrelationships between them, to discover the causes. Due to the nature of our contribution, it is also necessary to use the comparison method. This is of great importance in explaining the processes of change, evolution, the dynamics of the studied relationship, the discovery of tendencies, and the patterns of its development. We find its application when comparing a simple company on shares with a joint stock company, a limited liability company as well as a Czech legal order. We will also use it to make different views on the legislation and interpretation of individual institutes. Finally, it will find its use when comparing statistic data. Based on scientific knowledge of valid and effective law and legal science, we used some deduction methods based on general assumptions and related to individual general or partial conclusions in some parts of the work. Although doctrinal interpretation is not legally binding, it is based on the scientific knowledge of valid law by recognized personalities and therefore we consider its application as key.

Generally about startup

Normal The legal definition of this term is not part of the Slovak legal order. Nevertheless, it is necessary to base ourselves on the content of the explanatory memorandum to bill no. 389/2015 Coll. amending Act no. 513/1991 Coll. of Business Code. This amendment introduced a third type of Capital Company into our legal system. It is a simple company on shares characterized as an entrepreneurial initiative with high innovation and growth potential that cannot secure financing through banks. In the case of risk capital investments in companies, a flexible adjustment of the investor's entry, coexistence and exit is necessary beyond current business forms in the Slovak legal order (Reason Report, 2015).

However, the effort to create a definition of this concept can still be found in the Concept for Startup Support and the Development of the Startup Ecosystem of the Slovak Republic, published by the Ministry of Finance of the Slovak Republic, which contains two definitions. The first one focuses on the growth and innovation potential of startups and, in its view, “start-ups of entrepreneurship initiatives with high growth and innovation potential that can launch and support smart and inclusive economic growth in the long run and also attract foreign investment. The second definition of innovation and startup scalability are characterized as emerging business companies that try to apply innovative approaches to problem and have high potential for scalability (Ministry of Finance of Slovak Republic, 2015).

The basic problem for the startup is the right choice of legal form of business. In general, this decision has a crucial impact on the viability of the startup, because each legal form of business has different requirements for its establishment as well as for further functioning. The crucial and perhaps decisive issue is the question of the need and the amount of the capital, the need to register in a business or other register, or the need to conduct double-entry bookkeeping. Especially, in the case of the choice of business in the form of a business company, the key issue is company bodies, which has a major impact on the efficiency of management (Wojčák, 2017). In general, the more complicated the legal form, the more authorities are needed and the legal relationships between them are more complex. The legal order of the Slovak Republic recognizes several forms of business. The simplest is doing business through a trade license. A special place includes business in other forms governed by European Union rules. However, the most used form is doing business in the form of capital companies, and there are some pitfalls, and this was, according to the legislator, the main reason for the emergence of a simple company on shares that is the subject of our investigation.
A simple company on stock

Slovak commercial law was the subject of a major change in 2001 before the adoption of the amendment to the Commercial Code in 2015. It was a process of harmonizing our law to get possibility to enter the European Union. With the exception of the European Company and the European Cooperative Society, no new type of business has been introduced since 1991. For this reason, we can look at a simple company for shares as the first legal form created by the Slovak legislator without transferring a European template.

The adoption of a simple company for shares as a legal form of a capital company with a considerably higher degree of flexibility in the regulation of internal relations can therefore be seen as a positive step by the legislator. In essence, it is the legislator's response to the business practice of finding a legal form that facilitates the financing of the company.

From the point of view of the system of the Commercial Code, the legislation of a simple company on shares is contained in Paragraphs 220h to 220 zl and it starts with a legal definition that is identical to the definition of a joint stock company. According to it, a company with registered capital is allocated to a certain number of shares of a certain nominal value. This is the third type of capital company regulated in the Commercial Code. Even a simple company as a businessperson is responsible for violating their obligations with all his assets, regardless of the amount of the basic capital. The shareholder is not liable for the liabilities of the joint-stock company and the company is not responsible for the obligations of its shareholder. In the event of any damage arising from the failure of shareholder's obligation to repay the share resulting from the foundation agreement, it does not correspond to the joint stock company and it is the obligation of the shareholder and not of the company (The Supreme Court of Slovak Republic, 2001). The decision on how to create a business name is the founder's responsibility; it must also include an addendum containing the legal form “simple company on shares or statutory abbreviation “s.c.s.”. In particular, the form of business is part of a business name and it is necessary to add it. However, in the case of litigation, this deficiency cannot be regarded as an unavoidable obstacle but as an incomplete submission that the court may remove (The Supreme Court of Slovak Republic, 1997).

The basic condition for the existence of a simple company on shares is the issuance of at least one share as a security, which can be defined in two ways; economic as well as legal. From an economic perspective, it represents a special asset that, through its function on the financial market, allows the conversion of money into capital. Financial assets are important tools for realizing financial investments in the economy (Miháliková and Horniaková, 2002). According to legal theorists (Dedič and Pauly, 1994), it is a document (written expression of will) in which a right is founded (incorporated), the fundamental of the security is that the administration of this right and its treatment is only possible with this document. The Securities Act in Statute 2, Paragraph 1 defines a security as a valuables a valuable record in the statutory form and form connected with this Act and the rights under special laws, in particular the right to claim certain property or to have certain rights against designated persons. If this entry is made on a paper, it is a paper security, but if it is made in a securities register, it is a book-entry security.

Eliaš (2000) is of the opinion that, after the issue of the share as a security, the rights of the shareholder as shareholder of the company are associated with the share. The mandatory Statute of Paragraph 220 restricts the company to decide to issue shares because, from the point of view of the law, it is possible to issue shares only in book entry form and it can only be shares on name. The fundamental difference in comparison with the joint stock company was also observed in the impossibility of issuing priority shares. Another difference is that a simple company on shares can only issue ordinary shares and shares with special rights, including the right to information, the right to profit, or the liquidation balance. Unlike a joint stock company, a founding charter, a founding or company statutes may determine that the nominal value of the shares is expressed in euro cent or in a combination of euro and euro cent. It follows that the minimum value of one share may be set at one eurocent. Shares with special rights include a designation of their kind, their number and a reference to the provision of the statutes in which special rights are regulated. The shares with the same special rights are one type of shares. A number of special rights may be connected to shares with the same nominal value, which in practice means that part of the right may be connected with the right of information or the special right can be the profit share.

Schmidt (1999) argues that, the fundamental right of a shareholder is the right to participate in the management of the company. However, this right may also be limited because the Commercial Code permits the issue of a share with which no voting rights are connected, but only if the voting rights are at least one share of the company. However, the Statutes of Paragraph 220i, Section 7, also entitles the holder of such shares to the right to vote at a general meeting when voting by type of shares.

The distinctive feature of a simple company on shares is the duty of the court to abolish the company and perform its liquidation – monetization of the property, if it finds that the company does not have at least one shareholder owning the share with which the voting rights are connected or the voting rights cannot be performed in the company. This means that the legislator has removed the possibility of deciding of the court whether the company is abolished or not by the Statutes of Paragraph 68 of the Commercial Code.
Unlike a stock company that maintains a list of its shareholders, a simple company on shares secures this obligation through the Central Securities Depository in Bratislava or the National Securities Depository.

It is clear from the analysis of the case law (The Supreme Court of Slovak Republic, 2003) that the company's general meeting also includes a change in the Articles of Association in that part concerning the form of the company's shares. However, the statutes may limit or exclude the transferability of shares or only certain types of company shares. Furthermore, the wording of the Articles of Association concerning the limitation or exclusion of the transferability of the shares and the conditions for the redemption of such shares by a company may be changed only with the consent of the qualified two-thirds majority of the shareholders who own the shares. However, if a situation arises that the shares would be transferred to another person in breach of the limitation or exclusion; such a legal act would be affected by an absolute nullity and would not have the rights or obligations from such transaction.

Another novelty is the introduction of the exclusion of the transferability of the shares, which has not yet been possible. Paragraph 156, Section 9 of the Commercial Code allowed only temporarily limiting the transferability of registered shares. In simple company on shares, the transferability of shares or some type of shares may be excluded for a maximum period of four years from the repayment of their emission rate. However, its expiration gives the shareholder the right to demand the redemption of those shares by the company and this right is not subject to limitation.

According to Kubínc (2015) in particular, investors should have an option after 4 years after payment of the emission rate, to require the company to buy back shares. The shareholder's request to the company to buy back its shares is, from the point of view of the theory of law, a unilateral legal act by which the company proposes to conclude a contract for the purchase of a security. The company's freedom of contract is limited, however, as its law imposes an obligation to buy these shares for the appropriate emission. It is necessary for the contract to include a proper arrangement of the conditions, the fairness of the purchase price, its maturity so that the purchase of the share by the company does not have a negative effect on its creditors.

If buying a share had a negative effect on the creditors, we agree with the legislator's view that it is the company's duty to refuse to execute the transaction as it is meant by Statute 220 of the Commercial Code. If the shareholder's right does not allow to buy the share to be realized by a company and if it had negative consequences, for example, its equity would be less than the value of the share capital together with the reserve fund, or if the company is in crisis, bankruptcy or as a result of the redemption of shares, it would be in crisis or bankruptcy, or the company had not at least one shareholder as a result of the redemption of shares. However, neither the statutes nor the law allow them to return their investment. Another problem can be the financial situation of the company and the lack of funds for the purchase of own shares. But even with such a problem the investor has to count, especially because some experts (Žitňanská, 2000) characterize the shares as a speculative security. They justify their position by claiming that investment in shares is a risky investment and that the legal order cannot eliminate the economic risk arising from the substance of the investment into the shares.

**Establishment and formation of the company**

The establishment and formation of a company basically do not differ from the establishment and formation of other types of companies with certain differences. In this case, it is necessary to distinguish between the two phases. The first is the establishment of a company that is established on the conclusion of a founding covenant or the writing of establishing charter. As with the joint-stock company, the legislator insists on a specific form, which is the notarial record of a legal act (Mamojka, Bohrová, Ušiaková et al., 2016). Unlike a joint stock company, however, it may also be established by one natural person or legal entity, and the number of founders is not, as opposed to a limited liability company, limited. As we have already mentioned, a simple company on shares belongs to a capital company and therefore has to create a certain basic capital in a minimum of one euro. However, such a low capital must be allocated into a certain number of shares, with the nominal value of the share and their name. Unlike a joint stock company, it cannot be based on a call for share subscription. In particular, we also need to point out the necessity of repaying the full value of the share capital before the company's establishment. The founding and founding charter have the same obligatory content requirements as prescribed by law. These are the most basic data that characterizes a simple company on shares and which needs to be clarified as a basis for establishing a company. According to Krejci (1995) in the first place, the business name must be also included with a legal form. The law does not lay down specific requirements for determining the seat of a company. However, with regard to the subject of business, it must be clearly defined and it is not permissible for a company to be established for a purpose other than business. In determining the amount of the basic capital, the founders may use a wide range of laws to respect the minimum amount of the basic capital, with the sum of the nominal values of the share being equal to the amount of the capital. The nonmonetary deposits of the founders are compulsorily valued by an expert's report made by a court expert.
Since the founding treaty and founding document also include the Company's Articles of Association, we emphasize that this document also contains a declaration by the founders that they approve the statutes of the company, which must have the same requirements as the Articles of Association of the joint-stock company. In general, they also contain an indication of the issued types of shares, with which the same special rights are connected, as this is meant by the provision of Paragraph 220i, Section 4 of the Commercial Code, in particular when determining the share of the profit or the liquidation balance. The mandatory part of the Articles of Association is also the determination of dealing which the rights to each type of shares as well as the determination of the limitation of the voting right to the same extent on all shares of the same kind. Founders must also agree on members of the company's bodies. It is a board of directors and a supervisory board, but it is only a faculty body. It is possible for them to set a monthly remuneration in their statutes, and such an act, in the opinion of the court (The Supreme Court of Slovak Republic, 2002), is not contrary to the provisions of the Commercial Code. It emphasizes the need to distinguish the remuneration of the function from the determination of their shares in the profit (royalties), as this right belongs to the general meeting and only in the case of the profit obtained.

**Company authorities**

An analysis of the Paragraph 220za of the Commercial Code shows that a simple company for shares has appointed the legislator the same structure of bodies as a joint stock company, with the highest authority named general meeting. However, it did not consider it is necessary to devote a specific area of rights and obligations, which is why the subsidiary provisions of the Commercial Code on a joint-stock company should be applied in addressing these issues.

The supreme body of the company is the general meeting consisting of shareholders authorized to decide on selected issues. It is, for example, to change the statutes, increase or decrease of the basic capital, issue bonds and shares, election and dismissal of members of the bodies of the company, including determination of the remuneration for the performance of the function or approval of the annual accounting documents.

According to Šuleková (2014) is the right of a shareholder to attend this meetings personally or on behalf of a shareholder by written mandate. It is essential that the General Meeting is held at least once a year within the time limit set by the Statutes. It shall be invoked by the Board of Directors in the manner and within the time limits specified by the Statutes. The decision to change the rights connected to a certain type of shares and to restrict the transferability of the shares. We note the obligation that the authenticity of the signature of the Chairman of the General Assembly must be officially certified. However, the law does not state on what document it is necessary to certify the authenticity of the signature, which indicates a certain inconsistency of the legislator. Only by deduction we can assume that the minutes of the General Assembly will be held.

A further similarity with a joint stock company follows from the Paragraph 220za, Section 3, which deals with the approval of a change in the statutes, increases or decreases of the share capital, the appointment of a board of directors to increase the basic capital, issue of priority bonds or exchangeable bonds, abolition of a company or change of legal form (Janač, 2017). A minimum two-thirds majority of the shareholders was introduced. As the most basic issues of company's life, the need for the authenticity of the signature of the general assembly's chairman was introduced. But the fundamental difference is in its formal aspect. While a joint stock company is required to produce a record in the form of a notarial record of a legal act and thus also the presence of a notary in the general meeting, the simple company on shares is satisfied with the written record of the minutes and the signature of his chairman. The following paragraph 4 logically provides that, in the case of a single shareholder, a simple company on shares requires an official certificate of the authenticity of his signature on his decision made in the general meeting.

The law also includes the option for shareholders to decide on matters outside the general meeting, by correspondence. Such a method is possible under Paragraph 190a of the Commercial Code in a public joint stock company, but also in a limited liability company within the meaning of Paragraph 130 of the Commercial Code. However, the condition is that the statutes must allow it. In general, shareholders have 30 days to decide on
the draft together with the necessary annexes, and the substantiations are sent to them by the Board of Directors. The required majority of the class is counted from the total number of votes of all shareholders. If the shareholder does not respond within the specified time limit, he/she does not agree with the proposal. However, as unharmed, we see the lack of determination of delivery method. It may be assumed that the legislature meant delivery through a post office (Dvořák, 2016). However, we are convinced that even delivery by e-mail is not excluded today.

The benefit of correspondent voting is the absence of the need for consideration of the resolutions of the General Meeting, as all shareholders are entitled to vote. The problem, however, is that professional literature sees the issue of non-delivery to a shareholder, whether due to an out-dated address, as impossibility or refusal to accept it. We believe that in such a case it is necessary to regard the decision as invalid, but only if the votes of the shareholder could influence the outcome of the decision. Csach (2009) states that if a proposal is not served on a shareholder, for example on the grounds that he does not stay at the address of delivery or if there is another barrier to delivery (failure to accept the consignment, refusal to accept it), in such a case it cannot be assumed that the shareholder disapproves the proposal, as it cannot, in principle, be agreed with the unknown. This view can be discussed.

A record must be made of the result of voting, but the law does not determine the person responsible (Dědič and Čech, 2006). In our opinion, the Board of Directors will prepare a record of voting. Based on the content of Paragraph 220zb, Section 4 of the Commercial Code, it is determined by him to announce the results of voting within 15 days from the expiration of the term of the shareholder’s statement. Our point of view is also based on paragraph 6, according to which, if the Commercial Code requires an official certificate of authenticity of the signature of the Chairman of the General Assembly in the decisions of the General Meeting, the authenticity of the signatures of the members of the Board of Directors shall be officially certified. The general provision of the Commercial Code confers on each shareholder the right to ask the Board of Directors to issue a copy or only a part, together with attachments, which the Board of Directors is obliged to execute without undue delay and send to the shareholder the address specified or give it to the shareholder in another way; otherwise it is obliged to provide it at the company’s registered office. We emphasize that the shareholder is also entitled to issue a copy of the minutes of the General Meeting that took place before he became its shareholder. However, if the company has established a web site, it must publish the voting results, minutes and other documents within 15 days of the end of the general meeting.

**Board of Directors**

The statutory body of a simple company on shares is, as in the case of a joint-stock company, a board of directors. The company’s management, acting on its behalf, decides on all matters of the company, unless it is subject to the General Assembly or the Supervisory Board by the Commercial Code or the Articles of Association. In general, each member of the Board of Directors is entitled to act on behalf of the company. Their names and the way they act on behalf of the company are entered in the business register. However, the statutes may remove some of the rights to act on behalf of the company, but this is part of the entry in the commercial register. However, the minimum number of members of the Board of Directors is, in our opinion, fundamental. As the law does not regulate this issue, the Board of Directors may not, in theory, be created as a collective body that will be the subject of discussion.

As an element taken from a limited liability company, we see the possibility for the statutes, unlike the joint stock company, to determine the unlimited duration of the term of office of the members of the board of directors. Paragraph 220c, Section 2, Letter b of the Commercial Code also introduced a strict requirement to approve all members’ agreements with the General Assembly or the Supervisory Board or other bodies of the Company. However, the law does not directly address the consequences of the absence of consent. Patakyová et al. (2013) claims that the failure to grant such consent must be assessed in the same way as if the Supervisory Board did not approve an act in the sense of Paragraph 196a of the Commercial Code, where the doctrine concludes that such an act is invalidated, or its commitment to company is invalidated.

The primary role of the Board of Directors is to direct a company to achieve a profit or at least a balanced management. However, if the Board of Directors establishes that the Company has suffered a loss exceeding one third of its registered capital or is at least at risk of such loss, it shall inform the shareholders. Unlike the joint stock company, however, it does not have to convene a general meeting and put forward draft measures. Other duties of the Board of Directors, but only in the absence of the Supervisory Board, include the disclosure of information to shareholders beyond what is recognized by Paragraph 180, Section 1 of the Commercial Code. This provision allows them to seek clarification regarding the affairs of the company or matters of the persons controlled by the company that are related to the subject of the General Meeting. We believe that if the Board of Directors refuses to provide information, they can only go to the court with an action to determine the obligation to provide information, which in the SR is a dispute for at least 5 years with uncertain outcome.
Members of the Board of Directors have a duty of information to the company itself, if their activities can conflict with interests between them and the company. This is especially the case if they engage in business activities on their own behalf and on their own account or engage in business activities for others or participate in the business of another company as an unlimited liability partner. However, this provision is inconsistent as there is no sanction for non-fulfillment of the information obligation.

**Board of Supervisors**

In the question of the creation of the Supervisory Board, it finds similarity with a limited liability company, where the Supervisory Board is also credited only as a facultative body overseeing the activity of the statutory body (Ovečková et al., 2012). In particular, its role is to inspect all documents and records relating to the company’s activities, to check that the accounting records are properly conducted in accordance with the facts, to review the financial statements that the company is required to prepare under a separate regulation and a proposal for profit distribution or to cover losses, their statements to the General Assembly and others. If shareholders decide to create a supervisory board, they must also include this fact in the Articles of Association. Subsequently, the provisions on a joint stock company, with one exception, apply to its position, scope, and manner of creation as well as its members’ liability. It is not necessary for its members to be employees’ representatives, irrespective of their number, but their participation in the supervisory board is not excluded; but will only depend on shareholders and employees. The members of the Supervisory Board also strictly apply the necessity of the approval of the General Meeting with a contract concluded between a member of the Supervisory Board and the company itself. We also take the view that, regardless of the company’s Articles of Association, a rule on financial assistance and transfers of company assets to members of the Supervisory Board or their close relatives, or to persons acting on their behalf, as to the Paragraphs 196a of the Commercial Code.

**Change in the basic capital**

The increase in the capital of each trading company can be perceived, in particular, in relation to creditors as a positive step in showing a “healthy” business unit. For a simple company on shares, the law expires in a congenial way the possibility of increasing it by a public call for share subscription, in which the Board of Directors will appropriately publish the adjustment of the amount of the share capital. The special legal regulation in a simple company on shares permits the statutes to determine that the increase in the basic capital will not be decided at the general meeting, but that all shareholders are to be appointed by a qualified – two-thirds majority regardless of the type of action (Suchoža et al., 2016). The Articles of Association may limit or exclude the pre-emptive right to subscribe for the share capital increase, either for the owners of all the shares or for the owners of some of them. We point out the possibility to acquire shares for the stock also for other persons such as employees of the company. Entrepreneurs doing business under a trade license or non-trade license (e.g. lawyers) and the results of their activities for the company are subject to intellectual property rights.

The Statute of Paragraph 211 of the Commercial Code regulates the method of reducing the share capital of a joint stock company. It is a statute that is applied analogously to the needs of a simple company on shares. Its content suggests that the Board of Directors decides to reduce the basic capital by the Board of Directors by a two-thirds majority of the shareholders. Where multiple types of shares have been issued, this majority of the votes of the shareholders is required for each type of share. Statutes can exclude its application. In practice, this will mean that the proposal to reduce the registered capital will be decided by a two-thirds majority of all, not just the present shareholders.

**Changing the legal form of the company**

The general regulation of the change of the legal form of the commercial company is found in Paragraph 69 of the Commercial Code, which implies the possibility of changing its legal form to another type of company or cooperative, unless the law stipulates otherwise. By changing the legal form, the company does not disappear as a legal entity. However, in the case of a simple company on shares, the second sentence of Paragraph 220 zl lays down two restrictions on the change of the legal form. In the first place, a simple company on shares can only be changed into a joint-stock company, and the second restriction is the impossibility of other companies and cooperatives to turn into a simple company on shares.

**Abolition of the company**

Also, the general provisions of Statutes 68 of the Commercial Code apply first and foremost to the abolition of a simple company. The company may be revoked voluntarily or by a decision of a state authority. In practice, this means that the company is being revoked:

- by expiry of the time on which it was based,
- from the date stated in the decision of the shareholders or the company body on the dissolution of the company,
- from the date specified in the decision of the company’s winding-up court, other than the date on which this decision becomes final.

Certain actions may be taken by the court of its own motion, (lat. “ex offo”), Section 68 (6) of the Commercial Code exposes the grounds on which the court may, at the request of a public authority,
on the application of a person who certifies a legal interest or even on his own initiative, decide to abolish the company if:

a) the General Meeting has not been held in the relevant calendar year, or if the bodies of the company have not been appointed for more than three months,

b) the company loses its business license,

c) the preconditions laid down by the law for the establishment of the company,

d) the Company breaches the obligation to create or supplement a reserve fund according to the Commercial Code,

e) the Company breaches the obligation under Section 56(4) of the Commercial Code - performs certain activities without the professionally competent people,

f) the company has not complied with the obligation to deposit individual financial statements in the collection of documents for at least two consecutive accounting periods,

g) the company does not meet the conditions under Statute 2 Paragraph 3 of the Commercial Code governing the legal person's registered office.

In this case the legislature provides the company with sufficient time to remedy these shortcomings, because if the court decides to abolish the company, it will set a time limit before the decision to abolish it, to remove the reason for the abolishing, if its abolishing is possible. Furthermore, it follows from the content of the law and in the event of a decision to abolish a company on the grounds of a registered office, the time-limit for abolishing of the reason for which it was proposed may not be less than 30 days.

The company's abolishing is preceded by liquidation even if its capital is transferred to a legal successor. Thus, liquidation is not required in selected cases such as the company's estate, or the rejection of a bankruptcy petition for lack of assets, and the abolishing of bankruptcy for lack of property (Kubíček et al., 2006).

It is clear from the case-law (The Supreme Court of Slovak Republic, 2009) that before the decision to abolish a company, the court is required by law to determine whether the company has business assets. If it finds that his business assets are sufficient to compensate for the reasonable expenses and remuneration for the performance of the liquidator's function, it shall decide to abolish the company and order its liquidation. Otherwise, it will decide to abolish it without liquidation. It should also be noted that the second sentence of Paragraph 68, Section 9 containing a legitimate presumption that when a company fails to comply with the obligation to keep accounts for two consecutive accounting periods, the court considers that the company does not have business assets that would be sufficient to compensate for reasonable expenses and rewards for the performance of the liquidator's function. This presumption can be refuted by the one who certifies the legal interest and demonstrates the opposite before the court's decision to cancel the company or opposite that the company has assets.

For these reasons, it is also possible to abolish a simple company on shares for other reasons, such as the social contract, the founding charter or the statutes of the company. In addition, these documents may give shareholders and members of the board a special right to seek redress from the company.

### Merging of companies

The process of the merging simple company on shares is contained in Statutes 218a of the Commercial Code. However, we refer to the special legal regulation of Paragraph 220i of the Commercial Code requiring that the merging contract also includes a specific adjustment of the rights of the shareholders participating in the process as well as their future rights to share in the profits of the successor company. An inseparable annex to this agreement is also a shareholder contract, but only in this case if such type of contract was concluded by the shareholders of the acquiring or successor company.

When merging companies, the basic rule is that only companies with the same legal form can join. In the case of a simple company on shares, however, another special Statue of Paragraph 220k breaks this limitation. It allows a simple company to be merged with a joint stock company, but a simple company disappears into shares and its capital goes to a joint stock company as a successor entity.

### Abolition

The trade company shall abolish on the date of deletion from the business register, unless the Commercial Code provides otherwise. According to Augustinić (2006) at this time, the company disappears as an entity, its ability to engage in economic activities as well as the possibility of entering into legal relations ceases. The deletion of the company from the commercial register is therefore constitutive.

### Research

Our partial objective is also to examine the Czech legislation and to determine whether a similar type of business is part of its legal order. After the re-codification of private law in the Czech Republic, with the effect from January 1st 2014, the original Commercial Code was replaced by Act no. 90/2012 Coll. The Law on Commercial Companies and Cooperatives (Act on Commercial Corporations), (hereinafter “the Act”). In the opening section of Paragraph 1, it is stipulated that commercial corporations are commercial companies and cooperatives divided into three groups. The first group of companies is formed by a public company and a limited partnership as a personal business companies. Limited Liability Company and Joint Stock Company as well as the abolished Commercial Code encompass...
the law into a sub-group of capital companies. The European Company and the European Economic Interest Association are the third subtype of business companies. After examining the law and its individual legal institutes, we have found that a very similar type of business is a limited liability company. From its predecessor, contained in the Commercial Code, it differs from this type with number of features which the legislature has abandoned. It also shows certain features typical of personal business companies, the possibility of a partner to leave the company if the conditions laid down in Section 202, Paragraph 2, of the Act are met. As stated by Pokorná et al. (2015), as well as a simple company on the stock it is a very flexible type of business company, which can either be closed company with a dominant position or a company approaching the joint stock company. Elements of a limited liability company is almost identical to the simple company on shares, there is the need for very small deposits. Unlike a joint-stock company where Paragraph 246, Section 2 determines the minimum amount of the capital to 2 million Crowns (or EUR 80,000), the law of the limited liability company does not prescribe the minimum amount of the deposit. However, as it is apparent from Paragraph 142, Section 1, a limited liability company could also be characterized as a single-member commercial company, since a higher minimum deposit must be made only if the social contract is determined by it. In practice, it is a suitable legal form for business, especially for small start-up entrepreneurs. Among its other strengths, we advise a fairly simple way of setting up, a clear structure of organs, and a high degree of freedom of association due to the considerable flexibility of the law.

We considered it necessary in the context of the research to identify the whole-corporate interest in doing business in the form of a simple company on shares. For the overview we enclose the selected data. While in 2015–183,531 registered companies were registered in the business register, in 2016 it was 200,104. The most wanted form of business was a limited liability company, which was 176,956 in 2015. In 2016, number grew to 193,300. In 2015, business register registered 5,340 join stock companies, and a year later it was 5,516. The number of public companies and limited companies has not been published for their low number by Statistical Offices of the Slovak Republic. So far, the results for 2017 are not known, that is why we were relatively intensive to count the number of simple companies on shares in the business register as of October 1, 2018. We found that only 98 simple companies on stocks were established in Slovakia at that date.

DISCUSSION

In the discussion, it is possible to argue with some opinions of other experts or the opinion of the legislator. As the most fundamental issue we see the legal definition of a simple company on shares which is identical to the definition of a joint stock company and is only taken over by the legislator from the Paragraph 154, Section 1 of the Commercial Code. As it is about the same definition of two companies, it is more than questionable in the opinion of the legislator that the two types of companies are different. Until 2017, the Commercial Code was recognized by four business companies, a public company, a limited partnership, a limited liability company and a joint stock company. Each of them has a separate definition that makes them unique subjects. It is possible to agree with the opinion of Suchoža et al. that if the legislature wanted to define it as a unique entity intended to support startups, it had to be defined differently. This deficiency is chaotic and the subject sounds rather than just a certain modification of a joint-stock company. This is also our opinion from the Statutes of Paragraph 220 h, Paragraph 3 of the Commercial Code, which enshrines the supportive application of the provisions on a joint stock company for a simple company. We see another issue in the question of delivery for voting outside the General Assembly. The legislator did not even deal with only the possible theoretical problems – not delivering the shipment from the shareholder containing his voice, which he had already pointed out, for example, J. Csach. The solutions are in our opinion two; the first is the Statutes of Paragraph 190b and 190 c of the Commercial Code on Correspondent Vote. The second, with regard to availability of information technology, would be to introduce a vote by electronic mail. Unlike the document, it is possible without doubt to prove the actual content of the mail delivered by electronic mail.

For the next legislative deficit we consider the non-determination of the minimum number of members of the Board of Directors. The legislature apparently relied on a linguistic and logical interpretation of this term, which implies that it is a collective body. The registry courts have a different viewpoint when they write in a business register a simple company on shares with a single member of the board - its chairman.

CONCLUSION

From the survey results, we found that a simple company’s law on shares is likely to require several changes in the future. The legislator could modify its definition in order to avoid discussing whether it is a new type of joint-stock company. For its greatest deficiency, in particular in relation with creditors, we consider the complete absence of any shareholder liability for the company’s liabilities, which allows the shareholder to behave indifferently to its “owner”. This is especially the economic risk to the company’s potential
business partners. We are of the opinion that at least the limited statutory liability of the shareholder for the company's liabilities would motivate him to behave responsibly when deciding on the direction of the company. The question is also the way of its internal functioning, especially if the shareholders “do not undermine” the content of the statutes. Originally, a simple company on shares was exempt from a tax license. From January 1st 2018, this duty expired for everyone, and this fact is likely to reduce interest in this legal form of business. The declared basic benefit of a simple company on shares is almost no equity (1 euro) and it is unconvincing. The Business Code identifies business companies that do not need to create equity, or the capital may also have a non-monetary form. In our own experience we know that it is almost impossible to do business without admission capital. In the context with the establishment and formation of a simple company on shares, it is also necessary to take into account the costs associated with the preparation of a founding document in the form of a notarial record of a legal act or a court fee for registration of the company in the commercial register of EUR 300. Given the number of simple companies on shares, we can state that the intention of the legislator to create a new type of business company as well, in terms of effective management of public finances, to be incorrect. We are convinced that the legislator could have been inspired by the Czech law on corporations, which in 2012 has modified a limited liability company. It is a transitory form of a business company that has the benefits of both private and capital companies. The advantage of this legal form of a company compared to a simple company on shares is manifested in particular by an unlimited number of shareholders, the ability of the partners to leave the company or changes in the social contract. In conclusion, based on the arguments, we reject the hypothesis on the suitability of a simple company for shares as a startup support.
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